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Asia name meaning in english

The tiny urban state of Singapore, an ultra-modern country of skyscrapers, well-maintained parks and greenbelts, clean air, and prosperity, is a surprise in this part of the world, writes Asia correspondent Wendy Justice. Ancient restored Chinese-style shopping houses and 19th-century colonial buildings lie in the shadows of towering condominiums, financial companies, banks and global corporations,
making it a unique mix of past, present and future. Located just one degree north of the equator, Singapore is an island immediately south of the Malay Peninsula. It is a short, five-minute drive across the Strait of Singapore from the southernmost Malaysian state of Johore. Due to its tropical space, the weather is constantly warm and humid, and high temperatures rarely exceed the low-90s, with lows rarely
dipping below the mid-70s. Since it's an island, refreshing sea breezes offer relief from the heat, a rare advantage of the Southeast Asian subcontinent. Located in non-earthquake-prone areas of neighboring Indonesia, Singapore is largely protected from natural disasters. Monsoons lie further north, although intense tropical rain can occur at any time. It wasn't so long ago that Singapore was little more than
a malaria-infested jungle port home to mostly Malay fishermen and traders from the Middle East, India, China, and points to the confluence of what took advantage of its favorable location on several major routes of spice trade. The British understood singapore's potential and in 1819 Sir Stamford Raffles set up an outpost to make the island one of Britain's most lucrative commercial and military centres.
The island succumbed to the Japanese during World War II in 1942, and in 1945, after the surrender of Japan, it returned to British rule, the rest of the British colony until 1963, when it became an independent republic. Today, many magnificent British buildings remain used, hidden among skyscrapers, serving as government buildings, banks, theatres, and museums. In addition to these buildings, Britain
has left another legacy-its-language. Although the dialect is uniquely Singaporean, English remains the de facto language of Singapore. In addition, Singapore grants official status to Chinese, Malay and Tamil languages. As a result, although the cornucopia of languages is heard throughout the country, Westerners may feel safe that English will be spoken and understood by almost any Singaporean you
want to meet. Singaporeans are proud of their history, and historical markers throughout the city detail the changes that have occurred over the years. Along the Singapore River, for example, bronze statues show scenes from the day the country was rough and tumble in the port city, with ghettos sprawled along the banks of the river and traders and con men hustling into chaos. Today, Singapore has one
of the busiest ports in the world, and the Singapore River is clean enough to only one advantage of Singapore's efforts to rise to the challenge of becoming a modern, developed country. Fines for littering made Singapore one of the cleanest countries in the world. Some visitors complain that it is so clean now that it looks vaguely sterile. The heavy-handed government that characterized the early republic of
Singapore relaxed, though, and today Singapore is a safe and comfortable place to live. There are almost no crimes. Many Southeast Asian cities have grown into large metropolitan areas with little focus on urban planning. Singapore is once again distinguishing its neighbours in this regard. From small parks and playgrounds in the gardens of almost all high-rise condominium complexes to large city parks,
botanical gardens and natural preserves, in this densely populated but well-planned country it is easy to find peace and quiet. With 23% of land made up of natural and forest preserves, Singapore has one of the highest percentages of reusable land in any country in the world. Bukit Timah Nature Reserve, East Coast Park, Fort Canning and beautiful Chinese gardens are just a few minutes away. Another
monument to urban planning is singapore's transport system. Public transport here is one of the best in the world. Modern and clean light rail trains cover many parts of the country, making the journey from one end of the island to the other in less than an hour. Buses that are modern, clean and often serviced in almost all areas that are not easily accessible by train, with comfortable seats and sophisticated
GPS systems that allow passengers to view the bus route at any time. Taxis are also ... and calculated data, another exception to the norms of Southeast Asia. The use of private vehicles is discouraged. If you drive, you will be charged high license and petrol charges, in addition to road usage charges, which are automatically charged using electronic devices mounted on dashboards in all Singapore
vehicles. The result of this system is good air quality, rare traffic jams and well-maintained streets, with wide city boulevards and controlled free driving trails. Kathleen Peddicord P.S. Wendy has much more to share about the good life of this unique Southeast Asian haven. More on Asian English-speaking surprise shelter soon... Comments Tags: Retiring to Singapore english to use business international
settings is a fact of life for many business people. As the Asian economy expands and the global economy is more active, information exchange requires lingua franca, a language used to communicate between groups of people who do not share their mother tongue. This course has two goals. The first is to introduce non-native English techniques to develop spoken English and communication skills in
business in Asia. The second is to examine the impact of interculturalism the globalisation of English language communications. By exploring and participating in business modelling established in Asia, you will develop basic skills for effective communication in English when doing business in China and other Asian countries. This course is part of a series created by the same instructors. Sign up for
EBA102x English for Doing Business in Asia – Writing continues to develop your English language and writing communication skills. Learn about business writing format, audience, culture, goal, grammar, style, and more. Say sounds clearly and use the rhythm properly and convincingly set the purpose of the verbal presentation to meet the needs of the audience Organize a verbal presentation to suit the
audience and purpose of delivering an informative and compelling presentation to discuss the topic, related to the business context of Asia Develop an understanding of intercultural issues, style and genre for business communication purposes Get an instructor signed certificate with the authority logo to check your achievements and increase your job prospectsAdd certificate to your resume or update, or
follow it directly on LinkedInGive yourself with an additional incentive to complete the courseEdX, a non-profit based on verified certificates to help fund free education for all around the world Keep with the latest daily Buzz With BuzzFeed Daily news! From the name of the continent, which may be derived from the Assyan word, asu, meaning the east. According to the Quran, this is the name of Pharaoh's
wife who raised Moses as her son. Sometimes used as a short form of fashionable names ends with this, such as Anastasia or Aspasia. In 1979, he made his debut on the chart and landed among the top 300 in 1990-2005. Also in Aisha Variation, Muhammad's favorite wife name, called one of the four perfect women. Christin Lola/ShutterstockSiblings with little bros around the world can probably relate to
the Russian word brother: brat (or брат), which comes from the Latin words brothers and friends. In English, the brat and its meaning have a slang pedigree associated with child beggars wearing torn cloaks. Poor little brats! Here are common words that you will find only in English. Atomazul/ ShutterstockEuropean languages like the word fart, but not as accurate as English. In Norwegian, Danish and
Swedish, fart is a word of speed or moving objects. If you see I Fart in Denmark, it means the elevator is used. Fart means schedule, and road signs say Fart-control. Variations fahrt means a trip or drive in Germany. Have a safe trip! Or Gute Fahrt! Check out these 12 quirky words that don't have an English translation (but absolutely should). ArtFamily/Shutterstock in Scandinavia, the word gift has two
meanings. The first means to marry, which makes sense, because it comes from the old English words wedding gifts or dowries. The second value is a little less festive. Gift the word poison in German, as well as in Danish, Norwegian and Swedish. It probably comes from an archaic form of verb, meaning give, because what is poison if you don't give to someone? What a gift! Don't miss the 14 most
difficult words to pronounce in English. Franco62/ShutterstockKira once you are in Romania, do not call anything crap, unless you want someone to give you a fish sandwich. In Romania, they made an old switcheroo on the letters a and r, so carp, fish, became crap. Only a little less attractive in English. Learn about 15 other common words that used to have completely different meanings. ballphotographer
/ShutterstockMist has such subtle and dewy connotations in English. The word signals everything gentle and ephemeral, but it has the opposite meaning in Germany, where it is a word for manure, manure and common garbage. You can also curse with it. Fog! Easy to get away with around English. In LightField Studios/Shutterstock English, the kiss comes from the old English options of Kyss or Kussen,
which means to kiss or touch the lips. They still spell it out with sweden y. However, when they write with i there, the kiss can translate into another common noun, which has absolutely nothing to do with kissing: urine. Find out which 12 surprisingly offensive words you really should stop saying. ThamKC/ShutterstockWhat's lovelier than the freshly fallen snow blanket? Or peacefully, like snowy mountains?
Don't get your lines crossed with the words ice, snow and snow hindi, urdu, and farce, respectively. Because they use the word Barf snow. Do you want to create a barfman? Check out the astonishing origin of common slang words. FabrikaSimf/ShutterstockThings can get extra wacky when it comes to anatomical terms in other languages. For example, in France you say bite (pronounced as a rhythm) of
the penis. And in Hungary, you say what, pronounced as a cookie, if you are talking about a small penis. Check out these words that mean very different things in England and America. Amallia Eka/ShutterstockIt's probably bright more like seolsa, but in American phonetics, salsa sounds like a Korean word something completely unrelated to a lot of delicious: diarrhea. In Japan, the word of diarrhea sounds
like Gary. Sorry to all Garys out there for bringing that to your attention! Paulo Vilela / ShutterstockJe you buy fresh products in Turkey, be careful when you ask for peaches. Your request may be confused for something that won't be good for your peach cobbled recipe. Piç, which sounds like a pitch if he said fast, is the Turkish word for an illegal child. Don't miss the reason why some English words have
silent letters. The Vilenija/Shutterstock word bra, the short French word for brassiere (the fictional word for standard women's lingerie), has been around in English since the 1930s. But for Swedes to use the word bra means good. Bras are good, but there is no connection between Swedish meaning and clothing article. In Sweden, this is a shortened version of the Italian word bravo. Bravo, bras!
Bildagentur Zoonar GmbH / ShutterstockWe think of smoking as something to do, but in France it's something you wear. Smoking is the French word for tuxedo. James Bond and flashy dudes everywhere know this is a beautiful serendipity. Time to put on your smoking jackets and cigarette pants so you can look smoking hot! La la! Atanas Bezov/ShutterstockPay Day is the time to celebrate in English (and
also yummy candy.) Prepare for a huge difference if you hear the term in Portugal. It's written in the peidei there and it translates into I fart. No, thank you. Test your word skills with these 33 high school vocab words adults still get wrong. Irina Bg/ShutterstockTime talk wacky anatomy again. The French word fesse is pronounced similar to the face. Except that means ahem, buttocks.
stockfour/ShutterstockBefore textspeak acronyms have taken over, the English catchall laugh loudly is already going strong in the Netherlands. In Dutch, lol is the word used to lark, or fun, prank, and all kinds of common entertainment. Find out what the most annoying word in English is. Thitisan / Shutterstock If you get thirsty in Indonesia, ask for a glass of air, which is the word water. It's actually
pronounced ah-yeer, so there's not much room for confusion unless you're reading it. By the way, the Indonesian word for air closed. Learn about the 70 words and phrases you're probably using. Originally Published: May 15, 2018 2018
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